MAKING SPACES
MATTER

CREATING A
SENSE OF PLACE

AN EYE
FOR DETAIL

DECORATIVE WALL PANELS AND
ACOUSTIC WALLS AND CEILINGS

From our beginnings in 2006, we have recognised
the need for your interiors to provide return
on investment. Ever since we have excelled in
transforming spaces to create a sense of identity.

Atmosphere is vital in hospitality, retail and
commercial environments. We believe that great
walls and ceilings in a well-designed space will
encourage footfall and customer engagement.
This improves the bottom line, contributing
to a successful result for the client.

“Every time we phone we feel
that whoever we are talking
to is someone who knows
what they are talking about…
and your service is excellent”
TOP LONDON INTERIOR
HOSPITALITY DESIGNER

We’ve been involved in many projects that have
proved that an attractive and welcoming interior
will encourage footfall, customer engagement
and subsequently your bottom line.
At Vtec we pay attention to the details. This
is reflected in the performance of our designs
and the care that goes into every stage of
production. These high standards are mirrored
by our enthusiastic and knowledgeable client
support team.

INNOVATION
drives our
development of new
methods, products
and applications

TRANSFORMING
SPACES
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HOTEL RESTAURANT

London brick multi texture panels
create a great ambience

OIL COMPANY
OFFICE COMPLEX
5

Our bespoke 3D panels were used in the
reception, corridors and restaurant areas

3 UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
A flowing feature using Supacoustic
in Supaveneer hoop pine
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CASUAL DINING
RESTAURANT
7

Groove 2 finished in copper
bronze creates a reflective
feature wall
1

UTILITY COMPANY OFFICES

A beautiful custom Supaslat design
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HEALTH FOOD DELI

A great combination of rough concrete
and London brick white texture panels

8

WINE BAR

Ocean 3D panels in a specific colour
reference gave this interior impact

COMMERCIAL OFFICES

Veneered Supacoustic panels selected
for their looks and acoustic absorption

SEE THE
CHANGE

FEEL THE
ATMOSPHERE

HEAR THE
DIFFERENCE

3D WALL PANELS

TEXTURE WALL PANELS

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Our 3D panels are perfect for
enhancing the ambience with our
fantastic range of designs and
bespoke capabilities, providing
great mood-enhancing possibilities
and true design flexibility to meet
your design brief.

Our large panel sizes mean the
panels are rapid-to-install - perfect
when you want your wall up and
the tills ringing again in record time
for a quicker ROI for the client.

Whether it’s slatted timber ceilings
and walls, perforated timber acoustic
panels or large format beams, our
mood enhancing and visually brilliant
acoustic solutions change the way
we feel and experience a space to give
it its own personality.

And as time is so important these
days, we then produce the panels
fully factory-finished in sizes to suit
your specific project. This aids swift
installation and ensures that the
design flows beautifully from
panel to panel.

Versatile brick, concrete, stone
and timber panels add fantastic
visual impact to any project and
are produced from original walls
with exact natural textures and
features – all in a lightweight
and durable panel system.

INSTALLATION
is simple and we
provide all the support
you need for your
on-site team

VTEC have formed an allegiance with
market leading SUPAWOOD, the
Australian manufacturer of Supacoustic,
Supaslat and Supaslat Maxi. We now
operate SUPAWOOD UK alongside
VTEC and manufacture the products
here in the UK whilst benefiting from
global expertise and support.

VTECGROUP.CO.UK
For orders, help and advice or
inspiration for your space, visit
our website or call a member
of our team.
T. 03307 00 00 30
Monday to Friday 8am to 5pm
Email us at info@vtecgroup.co.uk
Visit us at:
London Showroom
The Design Hub Clerkenwell,
47 Gee Street, London, EC1V 3RS
Write to us at:
Head Office and Manufacturing
Unit 3, Cooksland Ind. Estate
Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31 2QB

